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Across
1 Horseplay featured in this ancient
conflict (6,3)
6 The Spanish/English detectives find the
Spanish hero (2,3)
9 Dog follows soldier to the wall. (7)
10 Heard rumblings inside membrane (7)
11 Have qualms about heinous murder - not
right! (5)
12 Routine can be suitable to live in (9)
14 Our Scottish staining loses sting (3)
15 A toy louse holds a mystery (1,5,5)
17 Violently introduce small river into the
circulatory system (11)
19 Piece of apparel that time lost (3)
20 American candy, English sweetie or
Australian lolly as fruit let go (5,4)
22 Bud heading off the German milk
dispenser (5)
24 Emerging from Northern climb to the
summit (7)
26 Working, travelling . . . continuing (7)
27 Try to write one! (5)
28 Deer fence dismantled out of courtesy (9)

Down
1 Little Edward holds a bit more than 3
and is moderately warm (5)
2 Rower starts another rowing series,
slipping into Oman (7)
3 Mostly a unit of electrical current, small
and representing a conjunction (9)
4 Sorcerer practising medicine? Sounds
like there's a choice. (5-6)
5 Eggs secreted in the Faroes (3)
6 A flier rues losing its extremities (5)
7 Animal hidden in a car I bought (7)
8 The most wretched dames tend to be
complicated (9)
13 Incontrovertible evidence follows
projectile and is unassailable (11)
14 Doctor leaves reconditioned candelabrum
for a vehicle (9)
16 German citizen? Good enough to eat! (9)
18 Overseas doctor leads heads of Science
Institute, Stockholm, in describing
molecular diffusion (7)
19 Emperor had rain diverted (7)
21 Poor river flowing back in New York (5)
23 Scoundrel, you say, joined little Roger (5)
25 A small amount, partly backdated (3)

